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The Nakshatras The Lunar Mansions Of Vedic Astrology
The Nak?atra S?tra is a treasure found in the Taittir?ya Br?hma?a, a branch of the ancient Yajur Veda. Because of this, it holds unique importance and unparalleled authority among nak?atra
texts, for it allows us to understand the nak?atras in much clearer accord with the Vedic sages who originally envisioned them. I also supplement the book with other sections from the
Taittir?ya Br?hma?a that also talk about the nak?atras, and with a section entitled, The True Story of the Nak?atra Gods: a dramatic narration of the 27 nak?atra divinities, focused on what is
most relevant to their nak?atra's symbolism. This original work pulls together diverse Pur??ic and Vedic source material to paint a vivid picture of often unknown tales and details essential for
fully understanding the subtleties of the 27 Vedic stars.
The Book by Dr. Dennis Harness provides an excellent practical presentation to this important astrological system. It shows us how to access the wisdom of the Nakshatras in our personal life
and for our society. Through it, the modern reader can understand the energies of their stars and learn how to utilize these to bring their lives into harmony with the great forces of the universe.
The book is a must reading not only for any students of astrology but for any students of astrology but for anyone interested in self-development or spiritual growth.
Unique to Vedic Astrology, nakshatras are constellations that add more depth to horoscope analysis. Learn about the 27 nakshatras, starting from Ashwini all the way up to Revathi, and
uncover their secrets. You know the 12 zodiac signs, but did you know each sign can be further subdivided into nakshatras which changes the flavor of the sign ever so slightly? In this book,
you will learn about each of the 27 nakshatras, its sign, its planetary ruler, its ruling deity, its qualities and its full array of characteristics (both positive and negative). This will help you delve
much much deeper into the personality of the native. You will then look at a real life example (the horoscope of a former president), and look at how the nakshatras in his chart defined him as
a person and a leader.
"Gods, Sages and Kings presents a remarkable accumulation of evidence pointing to the existence of a common spiritual culture in the ancient world from which present civilization may be
more of a decline than an advance. The book is based upon new interpretation of the ancient Vedic teachings of India, and brings out many new insights from this unique source often
neglected and misinterpreted in the West. In addition, it dicussses recent archaeological discoveries in India whose implications are now only beginning to emerge."--Publisher.
This book shows you how to access the wisdom of the Nakshatras in your personal life and for society. Through it the modern reader can understand the energies of their stars and learn how
to utilize these to bring their lives into harmony with the great forces of the universe. This book is must reading not only for any students of astrology but for anyone interested in selfdevelopment or spiritual growth.
"Ever since my first journey to India I have desired to share the knowledge I was fortunate enough to receive. I have also felt a need to dispel some rather major misconceptions, the main one
being the fact that Hindu astrology is extraordinarily difficult. This is not true, as will soon hopefully be revealed. Although I have always been most fascinated with astrology because of the
philosophical implications and revelations which can be extracted. I have done my best to keep philosophy from this work, as that is not my present purpose. It is my intention only to present
Hindu astrology in a way that it deserves to be presented, which is long overdue -- a way which western astrologers can understand and utilise, and which will clear away the mystery and
finally put into perspective the enormously complex techniques which make up the bulk of most textbooks on the subject. Having worked with both Hindu and western systems, it is my
experience that the two greatly complement each other and together form the basis for a complete and profound astrology." -- taken from the Introduction.
Starseeds Remembering their Celestial Selves Amanda Jane DeMarco 'IndigoAngel' provides a unique methodology for easily determining one's Starseed Origins in accordance to their
synergistic relationship with the Moon and the Original Earth Template. Following the Celestial markers of the Lunar Mansions. Starseeds being the Celestial progression of ascension into the
Galactic and Quantum realms of Cognition and Spirituality. This Comprehensive How-to Book is written through a Multi-Dimensional Lense, giving one deeper intro-spectrum into the galactic
framework of Celestial self-awareness. Discover your Starseed Origins and be able to give Readings to your Family and Friends
A simple, straightforward & engaging introduction to a system of prediction that is over 4,000 years old.
Light on Life: An Introduction to the Astrology of India Light on Life brings the insight and wisdom of Indian astrology to the Western reader. Jyotish, or Indian astrology, is an ancient and complex method of
exploring the nature of time and space and its effect upon the individual. Formerly a closed book to the West, the subject has now been clarified and explained by Hart de Fouw and Dr. Robert Svoboda, two
experts and long-term practitioners. In Light on Life they have created a complete and thorough handbook that can be appreciated and understood by those with very little knowledge of astrology.
Panchanga is an ancient vedic technique which has disappeared from current ptactice. It is used to discover the strength of the different sources of 'light' in the natal chart which show one's response to the
challenges of life. This book shows how relevant this technique is to life.
Vedic Astrology Simply Put is a colorful, fun, and simplified entry into the mysterious and captivating world of Vedic Astrology, called Jyotish in India. William R. Levacy, an astrologer with more than two
decades of experience, offers beautifully rendered illustrations and text to ease your understanding of this ancient system of behavior and trend analysis. This book gives you straightforward guidance on: *
How to decipher the myths and origins of Vedic astrology * How Vedic astrology differs from Western or Tropical astrology * The Vedic style of interpreting the Sun, Moon, planets, houses, and signs * How
the Vedic seers used the Moon signs (called nakshatras) and other special techniques to zero in on how people behave * How to use Ayurveda, the Science of Health; and Vastu--the Science of Space
(India's counterpart to Feng Shui)--integrated with Vedic astrology, the Science of Time Much of the Vedic art was custom created for this book by master artists in India. There's also a special bonus
enclosed--a free CD-Rom of the popular "Parashara's Light SE" Vedic astrology software.
This volume is newest installment of the series, The Secret History of the Vedas. This is a book of astrology like no other. This book presents an entirely new view of astrology as originally conceived by the
Vedic astrologer. The Spiritual Legacy of the Nakshatras focuses on the Vedic lunar mansions in the sky and attempts to reveal their wisdom. It attempts to explain the numerous references to all things
astronomical and astrological according to the Vedas and explain the true purpose of reading the stars. It traces the creation of the universe from the very beginnings of time and space to the development of
the Nakshatras. It shows how this evolution guides the worshiper in the spiritual journey. The Vedic astrologer also describes the wisdom contained in the Nakshatras and methods by which this wisdom may
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be incorporated into the worshiper’s life. Because this is what the Nakshatras have to give. The purpose of the lunar mansions was not to tell the future, but to guide the worshiper, to provide the religious
edification of the worshiper in the now and present, and to provide the spiritual and religious structure to the Vedic dharma. Accordingly, this book is not concerned with forecasting into the future. It is as
astrology was intended to be—a vehicle of spiritual advancement. It is all explained in and through The Vedic Astrologer.
Illuminates the centrality of courtliness in the political and cultural life of the Deccan in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.
Many of the secrets of life and consciousness can be discovered through Vedic Astrology. Mythology students will find it helpful in unlocking the astrological keys to the great archetypes of the psyche.

This book is structured to provide an understanding of Rahu and Ketu in the natal birth chart. Their placement in the zodiacal signs gives expression to the personality and illustrates the
meaning of human behavior. The houses they occupy reveal the areas of life's experience that facilitate the soul's highest growth due to past experiences in previous lifetimes. A table is
provided with the sign placements of Rahu and Ketu from 1940-2040 to locate your personal placements. You will understand your own karma through the sign and house placement of Rahu
and Ketu.
What would you do if you could see the future? Astrology, numerology, tarot, and palmistry have been used for centuries to divine events to come. The Beginner's Guide to Divination will
teach you to practice the mystical arts of divination and predict the future yourself. Explore the remarkable histories and secret languages of these esoteric practices as you master techniques
to view--and even influence--your fate. You'll learn how to: Create your birth chart and discover how the stars influence the decisions you'll make Use Tarot cards to learn about people who will
cross your path and events that will affect you Examine your palm to uncover challenges and opportunities ahead Find your universal number and use it to manifest your greatest desires
Determine which system works best with your own natural clairvoyance Complete with detailed charts and illustrations, this all-in-one guide will help you illuminate the path of your life's
journey, enhance your intuitive powers, and take control of your future!
The notion that astrologers can unfold lives and reveal what waits at the next bend is a thought that comes to all and populist claims have inspired the author to come up with a series of books
that will discuss the various aspects in astrology, putting together the research and findings by various groups and the experience gained during his journey. The purpose of the encyclopedia
is an attempt to put a clear understanding of the process of astrology, taking into account the first basic principles and dealing with different topics. The encyclopedia which would consist of
over eighteen books, is intended to be brought out over a period of two years. These would cover the basics in astrology and then go on to the predictive techniques, the nadi astrology, tajik,
yogas, nakshatras, rectification of birth time, vargas, dashas, mundane prashna, muhurta, remedy and other aspects of interest. The advantage of this would be that both students and those
who want to pursue research can progress the understanding of this science in a systematic manner. Also the complete set will be of great value to those in India and abroad who want to
understand various levels and will give them the flexibility of dwelling into the complexities in a coherent manner. With the growing interest to learn this science in various countries, the readers
there will find this series of books very useful. This is the first book in the series and is the most important. The foundation is based on the principles of basic astrology propounded by various
schools of thought. The book covers signs, their impact, the planetary impact in each sign, the role of depositors, details on each planet and their relationship when in aspect and in the
divisional charts as also the complexities they can pose. This book attempts at conveying that the basic importance has to be given to the planets, their placement and various relationship as a
result of the same. The yogas, dasha, nakshatras etc. will be dealt in the other books that follow, but all have to be applied keeping in mind the first basic principles that are being enumerated
in this book.
Dr. David Frawley, the well known Vedic scholar, writes of Mr. Trivedi - "India's most insightful young astrologer offers what is probably the longest, most researched and most original book on
the Lunar Nodes published in modern times. This book is worthy of serious examination by all students of Astrology and all those interested in the great mysteries of life, death, karma and
transformation."
The journey from Ashwini to Revati is the journey of liberation, as we will try to find out through this book. The first two nakshatras - Ashwini and Bharani, deal more with the early stages of
evolution. On the other hand, the last two nakshatras - Uttarabhadrapada and Revati, deal more with the final stages of evolution. Between the beginning and completion of this journey, each
soul crosses many levels and stages of evolution, represented by different nakshatras. Through this book, we will try to understand the role of different nakshatras in shaping our personalities
as well as in indicating our stages of evolution at the beginning of various lives that we assume.
In The Divine Forces of the Lunar Naksatras, the ancient Vedic portrayal of the twenty-seven naksatra rulers are revealed. Included are their characterizations, mystical powers, sacrificial
roles, myths and legends. The translation of several critical Sanskrit texts never before available to the Jyotisa community are presented. Testimonial: "The Divine Forces of the Lunar
Nakshatras is a great resource for any Vedic astrologer who is truly interested in understanding the mythology behind the Nakshatras. It is a scholarly work that deserves a place on every
Jyotishi's bookshelf!" James Kelleher "This book is an extraordinary labor of love birthed after a decade-long gestation period. I have not encountered any other work on nakshatras deities that
has been so thoroughly researched and has woven together the Vedic and Puranic references into a coherent thesis. The attention to detail is astounding as is the dedication to faithful
transliteration of the Sanskrit and the care given to cite the original sources. It is a serious work that will greatly facilitate further research and inquiry on the part of lovers of the Vedic tradition."
Penny Farrow
Have you ever looked up at the stars and wondered if their presence affected your life? Have you seen the twinkle of these wondrous-looking heavenly bodies and wondered which of them
represents you and why? Have you heard about Vedic Astrology's mystified concept of Nakshatras and wondered if you could learn it? Can the knowledge of these Nakshatras and their
influence on people's lives help in any way? If you want to find answers to any of the above questions, you have come to the right place. This book of Nakshatras is the ideal place for
beginners looking to test the waters of this vast and fascinating topic that has been in use for centuries now. Answers to the following questions can be found in this book: What are Nakshatras
or Lunar Mansions? How does the Lunar Mansions influence people? Detailed explanations of the 27 Nakshatras. What and how are Janma, Trijanma, and Anujamna Nakshatras related to
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each other? Who are the rulers and lords of these Nakshatras? How can you see the asterisms to help fix auspicious times? How do Nakshatras play a role in domestic life, including
marriages, relationships, and careers? What is the meaning of muhurta? You also get a bonus chapter that covers the enigmatic K. P. System of Stellar Astrology. If you seek answers to any
of the above questions and more regarding asterisms and the lunar mansions of Vedic astrology, get a copy of this book today!
Astrology of the Seers is a clear yet comprehensive presentation of Vedic astrology and makes this difficult-to-understand subject clear, practical and relevant. it reveals the deeper
implications of the Vedic system in sections on astrology as a spiritual science, astrology and psychology, astrology and yoga. Of special interest, the book explains the cycle of the world-ages
(yugas), showing the Vedic view of human history, and the connection of our solar system with galactic sources of energy. Thirty-two example charts of all types are explained including those
of many spiritual teachers, covering all the main aspects of its philosophy, background and practice, including chart interpretation and methods of balancing planetary influences such as
mantra and gem therapy. The present edition has been throughly revised and updated.
This first illustrated book on the ancient star signs of the East guides readers through Verdic astrology, which derives 27 individual signs from the biweekly configuration of the sun and the
moon. Photos.
The most comprehensive book to date on the use and understanding of the Lunar Nodes in Vedic astrology. The author is a widely known and immensely respected teacher with students all
over the world. She has used her experience of working with the nodal axis to show how, by sign and placement, they affect every level of our spiritual existence. Students of astrology, yoga
and ayurveda will find this book particularly helpful.
NakshastrasThe Lunar Mansions of Vedic AstrologyMotilal Banarsidass Publ.
Over a decade of dedicated research! Over a year of writing and editing! With the blessings and guidance of a swami, a babaji, and a Sanskrit scholar, Vic DiCara presents you the world's
most definitive, simple and completely awesome explanation of the mythology and meaning within the 27 stars of ancient Indian astrology! If you are an astrologer or a fan of astrology, you will
be transformed by Vic's radically clear and straightforward explanations of Sanskrit, Vedic mythology, and mastery of intuitive symbolism. If you are a lover of India and her culture, you will
delight in these deep revelations and rare expositions of familiar gods like Vishnu, not-so-familiar gods like Varuna, and nearly forgotten gods like Ajaikapat. If you are a spiritual seeker, you
will discover the origin of the universe, the meaning of life, and essential clues in the eternal quest for the "fountain of youth." The 160 pages of this book are abundantly replete with exact
references and footnotes to satisfy the scholars among you. The book is dripping with dramatic storytelling, filled with philosophy as clear and deep as a Himalayan lake, and precisely
presents the perfectly useful astrological symbolism of the divine stars. * * "If there is anything Vedic and spiritual about Hindu astrology, then this is the book that can teach us about it. Vic
leads us into the wonderful depths of Vedic wisdom by relating the myths connected with each of the 27 lunar mansions and their deities. Using this approach, this book goes considerably
deeper than other Jyotish textbooks I have seen. Warmly recommended, even to non-astrologers! Can we hope for follow-up book about the Hindu planetary deities?" - Dieter Koch, Indologist
and Archaeoastronomer Co-creator of the Swiss Ephemeris "Vic DiCara's exploration and definitive research on the lunar mansions brings the primordial zodiac alive with the rich symbolism
and sacred stories of Indian lore. We often forget that the basis of Vedic astrology will always be the mystical mythology associated with Jyotish, the science of light. Mr. DiCara's brilliant text
illuminates our path home to the divine through his deep understanding and the blessings of the gods and goddesses of ancient India" - Dennis M. Harness, Ph.D. Psychologist, Writer and
Vedic Astrologer "27 Stars, 27 Gods is a fantastically deep book about the fixed stars of Vedic astrology. It is well written and well researched, and is a clear and enjoyable read! I highly
recommend it for everyone from astrologers to yogis and everyone in between." - Juliana Swanson, RN ACVA Teacher, Jyotish Visharada & Kovid More than a journey through the outer
universe of astrological stars, 27 Stars 27 Gods is a journey through the driving forces of the subconscious inner universe. By helping us identify these influences Vic DiCara helps us
understand ourselves better and progress more smoothly on our life's journey. 27 Stars 27 Gods can be a reference book in the hands of an experienced astrologer, but it is also a self
improvement tool for any reader interested in exploring life in depth. It presents symbols, mythology, ancient storytelling and divine lila in language that immediately catches one's interest and
speaks to us like a friend - never prescriptive, but always revealing our opportunities. Let me congratulate Vic on this unique book. Unlike most books in the spiritual market, this is not at all a
copy of a copy of a copy. It is an outstanding new addition to our knowledge, written with an inspired pen of intensity and wit. - Sripad Sacinandana Swami Vaishnava Guru & Sanyassi
Ann Moura, the author of the popular Green Witchcraft series, is back with a new, one-of-a-kind spellbook on lunar magic. This is the only guidebook available that uses Mansions of the Moon
correspondences to empower Esbat rituals and spellwork. The moon goes through twenty-eight distinct "mansions," or sections of the sky, as it travels through the twelve signs of the zodiac.
Each mansion is appropriate for certain types of magic, as described in ceremonial magic books, such as Agrippa's Three Books of Occult Philosophy or Barrett's The Magus. Now this
esoteric information is available to Witches, complete with suggested workings for both the waxing and the waning lunar phase in each mansion. Moura provides the tools, the instruction, and
examples of how to utilize the Mansions of the Moon to add depth and potency to your spells and rituals. More than one hundred workings are presented, including candle spells, charm bags,
meditations, magical oils, talismans, amulets, incense, teas, and much more.
It is common knowledge that the 12 star-signs map the sky and set the stage for the drama of life. This book expands this awareness manifold by revealing that it is the 27 constellations, and
not the 12 signs, which truly map the ecliptic and provide the celestial backdrop for affairs on earth. Instead of taking away from the widely recognized meanings and significations of the 12
signs, they enrich them with a whole new depth of perspective and interpretation.

Starts with the nakshatra systems under the first part.
A detail explanation of all nakshatra which will enhance your Knowledge about nakshatras and will provide in depth wisdom of astrology. Nakshatra is a heart of astrology. If you
understand indepth concept of nakshatra it will take you a deeper journey of your soul towards astrology.
The Art and Science of Vedic Counseling is the best counseling guide available for students, teachers, and practitioners of Ayurveda, Yoga, and related healing arts. The book is
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an ever-cherished collection of knowledge, wisdom and a practical, clinical reference. I highly recommend the book to all those who love Yoga & Ayurveda. -Vasant Lad,
B.A.M.&S., M.A.Sc - Ayurvedic Physician
Unlock the mysteries and insights of Indian astrology Vedic astrology--known as Jyotish in its home of India--can be a powerful channel of insights and revelations in your daily
life. But how to unlock this complex tool? Vedic Astrology for Beginners breaks down the core concepts of Vedic astrology, showing you how to analyze your birth chart to better
understand your personality, relationships, and life path. Discover the ancient origins of Vedic astrology and its differences from Western astrology. Explore detailed profiles of
each planet, zodiac sign, and the other essential elements of a Jyotish natal horoscope. With these foundational steps, you'll gain a better understanding of your physical,
emotional, and spiritual experiences--and even begin to anticipate your future. In Vedic Astrology for Beginners, you'll find: Key components--Learn the basic elements of Vedic
astrology, including the planets, signs, houses, and lunar mansions--each representing or influencing areas of your life. Chart your birth--Get started on analyzing your birth chart
with a primer on the processes of assembly and evaluation, plus an example chart analysis. Astrological resources--Explore a glossary of helpful Sanskrit terms and determine
your exact planetary placements with handy calculation charts. Relieve stress and start bringing balance to your life with Vedic Astrology for Beginners.
Burgess attempts to prove the originality of the nakshatra system to the Hindus. He proves the early existence of this system and disproves the origin of the lunar zodiac system
to the Chinese and the Arabs.
Komilla Sutton is a co-founder of the British Association for Vedic Astrology. She is renowned as both a practitioner and teacher of the science with students and clients all over
the world. Readers of her previous books (The Essentials of Vedic Astrology, The Lunar Nodes and Personal Panchanga) have long been asking for a book on the nakshatras,
the lunar mansions - so here it is.
A sensitive and spiritual look at the way the energy of the nodal axis, Rahu and Ketu affects your life and how you can use it for better self- understanding.
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